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Technical Analysis of Stock Trends 2018-07-24

this revised and updated version of the best selling book technical analysis of stock trends 10th edition presents proven long and short term stock trend
analysis enabling investors to make smart profitable trading decisions the book covers technical theory such as the dow theory reversal patterns
consolidation formations trends and channels technical analysis of commodity charts and advances in investment technology the book also includes a
comprehensive guide to trading tactics from long and short goals stock selection charting low and high risk trend recognition tools balancing and
diversifying the stock portfolio application of capital and risk management this sharpened and updated new edition offers patterns and charts that are
tighter and more illustrative including modifiable charts expanded material will be offered on pragmatic portfolio theory as a more elegant alternative
to modern portfolio theory and a newer simpler and more powerful alternative to dow theory is presented

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, Tenth Edition 2012-11-28

sixty three years sixty three years and technical analysis of stock trends still towers over the discipline of technical analysis like a mighty redwood
originally published in 1948 and now in its tenth edition this book remains the original and most important work on this topic the book contains more
than dry chart patterns it passes down accumulated experience and wisdom from dow to schabacker to edwards and to magee and has been modernized by w h c
bassetti bassetti a client friend and student of john magee one of the original authors has converted the material on the craft of manual charting with
tekniplat chart paper to modern computer software methods in actuality none of magee s concepts have proven invalid and some of his work predated modern
concepts such as beta and volatility in addition magee described a trend following procedure that is so simple and so elegant that bassetti has adapted
it to enable the general investor to use it to replace the cranky dow theory this procedure called the basing points procedure is extensively described
in the new tenth edition along with new material on powerful moving average systems and leverage space portfolio model generously contributed by the
formidable analyst ralph vince author of handbook of portfolio mathematics see what s new in the tenth edition chapters on replacing dow theory update of
dow theory record deletion of extraneous material on manual charting new chapters on stops and basing points new material on moving average systems new
material on ralph vince s leverage space portfolio model so much has changed since the first edition yet so much has remained the same everyone wants to
know how to play the game the foundational work of the discipline of technical analysis this book gives you more than a technical formula for trading and
investing it gives you the knowledge and wisdom to craft long term success

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, Eighth Edition 2001-06-08

did you fall prey to internet mania many investors were lured into the feeding frenzy of tech stocks internet stocks and dot coms but those who followed
the proven methods of edwards and magee were prepared for a market adjustment when nothing else seems to work technical analysis does based on extensive
research and experience technical analysis of stock trends gives you proven trading and investing techniques for success even in today s seemingly
uncertain and unpredictable market get the new edition of the trader s bible completely revised and updated the eighth edition is the newest testament to
the bible of stock market timing edward s practical clarification of the dow theory explanations of reversal and consolidation patterns trendlines and
support or resistance are still the most useful tools you can have magee s proven methods remain the most effective measures ever developed for
determining reliable buy or sell signals easy to follow examples explain how to construct and use charts to monitor trends and project with confidence
when prices will fall how far they will drop when to buy and how to calculate and set up stops that protect your investment play the stock market the
right way use the approach that has stood the test of time as a trader portfolio manager or long term investor you need information that will give you
the edge there are plenty of so called short cuts out there but nothing beats rolling up your sleeves getting your hands dirty and learning how technical
analysis works this book gives you more than a formula for trading and investing it gives you a formula for long term success old market new market
technical analysis is the only way to go technical analysis of stock trends eighth edition shows you how to do it right see what s new in the eighth
edition coverage of options futures options on futures ishares long term investing hedging and tax avoidance portfolio risk management and analysis
controlling trade risk rhythmic investing current technology and software managing speculative frenzies tulipomanias and internet crazes critical new
investment instruments such as diamonds and spdyrs current finance theory and practice pragmatic portfolio theory and practice current record of dow
theory extensive bibliography appendix of resources such as internet sites professional risk and profit analysis gambler s ruin analysis volatility



formula sharpe ratio software packages and much more

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, Ninth Edition 2007-02-26

now in its ninth edition the first book to produce a methodology for interpreting the predictable behavior of investors and markets remains the benchmark
by which all other investment methodologies are measured

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends 2012-11-28

sixty three years sixty three years and technical analysis of stock trends still towers over the discipline of technical analysis like a mighty redwood
originally published in 1948 and now in its tenth edition this book remains the original and most important work on this topic the book contains more
than dry chart patterns it passes down accu

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, Seventh Edition 1998-01-14

the most authoritative reference in the field considered the best book ever written about chart patterns technical analysis of stock trends seventh
edition is the definitive text on technical market analysis now available in spanish german chinese japanese and english this easy to read text
incorporates the pioneering technical work of dow hamilton and schabacker with analysis tools used by investors today since the first edition was
published 50 years ago nearly one million investors have benefited from these time tested approaches to understanding the market action of stocks and
futures robert edwards practical clarification of the dow theory and his explanations of reversal and consolidation patterns trendlines and support or
resistance levels are among the most useful analysis tools available to investors john magee s proven methods developed over a lifetime of analysis
remain the most effective measures ever developed for determining reliable buy or sell signals this updated and revised 7th edition adds new charts data
references and other material while preserving the classic proven techniques developed by edwards and magee from corn to copper t bonds to yen you ll
learn how to read the signals that alert you to trading opportunities you ll see how many of today s hot technology issues validate classic charting
principles

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends by Robert D. Edwards and John Magee 2008-07

technical analysis of stock trends by robert d edwards and john magee is considered to be the bible of market analysis the first book to introduce a
methodology for determining the predictable behavior of investments and markets technical analysis of stock trends revolutionized technical investment
approaches and showed traders and investors how to make money regardless of what the market is doing a true classic of market analysis this book is an
indispensable reference for investors and traders both seasoned veterans and the new generation alike

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends 2019-03-03

what if you could retire from trading best selling author peter oliver shares his own experience as a swing trader and how he has been growing his
retirement fund for years through control of a self directed individual retirement account ira in this guide peter shares the candlesticks chart patterns
indicators and strategies that have worked for him technical analysis of stock trends is easy and enjoyable especially when you re right this guide is a
little over 100 pages but still concise peter walks the reader through what they need to get started with momentum trading he stresses the importance of
understanding human behavior behind a stock s price action and letting the market guide us to the right decision instead of forcing our hopes and wishes
on the market by the end of the 100 or so pages you ll be ready to start trading not for a week or two weeks but ready for a lifetime of trading this
passion is easier than golf and a lot more fun in this guide peter will walk us through step by step and together we ll learn the history of technical
analysis dow theory and which tenants don t hold up the different types of charts setting up your trendlines drawing support resistance levels using



moving averages and introducing newer ones deep dive into the macd and how to use it s second derivative rsi and why you need to frequently change the
thresholds how to read a chart and good daily habits for success recognizing a number of important chart patterns for breakouts and breakdowns in stock
price setting up price targets using multiple methods including the fibonacci sequence sizing your exit positions and knowing when to sell a synthesis of
risk management to maximize profits and more including many many many charts and figures to illustrate important lessons please join the trader community
completely free at concisereads com chart and candlestick patterns are also available online and are free to download and print investment series
investing for retirement technical analysis in stock trends

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends 1961

technical analysis expert l a little shows how to identify and trade big market moves significant money can be made in the stock market by following big
trends in trend qualification and trading market technician l a little explains how to identify and qualify these trends to determine the likelihood that
they will continue and produce better trading results by combining price volume different timeframes and the relationship between the general market
sectors and individual stocks little shows how to measure the strength of stock trends most importantly he demonstrates how to determine if a trend has
what it takes to develop into a major move with greater profit potential or if it is basically a false signal takes a proven technical approach to
identifying and profiting from financial market trends shows how to best time entries when to take profits and when to exit trades introduces little s
proprietary concept the trading cube which visually combines time and trend for a given trading instrument filled with in depth insights and practical
advice this guide will help you make more of your time in today s markets by providing an in depth explanation of how to identify and qualify trends

Trend Qualification and Trading 2011-05-03

when i wrote truth of the stock tape in 1923 it was because there was a demand for a book of that kind people needed the help that i could give them and
the benefit of my experience and knowledge in that book i gave the best i had and received my reward people appreciated my efforts they bought the book
then and they are still buying it they say it is a good book and more than worth the money that is very gratifying to me after the 1929 bull market
culminated there was a demand for a new book to meet changed conditions under the so called new era so i wrote wall street stock selector in the spring
of 1930 i gave freely of my knowledge and the benefit of years of experience this book helped others to protect their principal and make profits people
who read the book pronounced it one of the best it is still selling and again i have been rewarded no man can learn all there is to know about
forecasting the trend of stocks in 3 5 10 or 20 years but if he is a deep student and hard worker he learns more and knowledge comes easier after years
of experience i knew more about determining the trend of stocks in 1923 than i did in 1911 seven more years of experience gave me more knowledge and
enabled me to write the wall street stock selector in 1930 and give my readers the benefit of my increased knowledge now after five more years have
elapsed my experience and practical test of new rules have enabled me to learn more of value since 1930 the 1929 1932 panic and what has followed since
gave me valuable experience and i have gained more knowledge about detecting the right stocks to buy and sell i cannot lose if i pass this knowledge on
to those who will appreciate it

Trends in the Distribution of Stock Ownership 1963

technical analysis of stock market for beginners this outstanding reference has already taught thousands of traders the concepts of technical analysis
and their application in the futures and stock markets covering the latest developments in computer technology technical tools and indicators the second
edition features new material on candlestick charting intermarket relationships stocks and stock rotation plus state of the art examples and figures from
how to read charts to understanding indicators and the crucial role technical analysis plays in investing readers gain a thorough and accessible overview
of the field of technical analysis with a special emphasis on futures markets revised and expanded for the demands of today s financial world this book
is essential reading for anyone interested in tracking and analyzing market behavior this book contains the following topics that will guide you through
the path of technical analysis of stock market table of contents chapter 1 a good trader chapter 2 traders vs investors chapter 3 types of traders market
participants retail investors hnis institutional investors arbitrageurs speculators jobbers traders type time basis scalpers day traders swing traders
position traders chapter 4 trading styles trend trading what is a trend what are types of trends advantages of trend trading swing trading what is swing



trading how does swing trading work what are the advantages of swing trading chapter 5 the how when and what of a trade what kind of a trader are you the
novice the student the sceptic the oracle the trader how to trade like a master trading only high probability opportunities never over trade find a shoe
that fits your size timing the markets your trade should fit the type of stock you are trading fundamental stocks technical stocks supply choke or
punting markets how many open trades at a time chapter 6 risk control how to stop losses and protect your gains why some traders don t use stop losses
stop loss general rule trailing stop loss stop losses for volatile stocks using stop losses to protect your profits stop losses when markets open with
gaps stop losses when a stock is being manipulated chapter 7 the art of reading charts candlestick charts overbought oversold overload gaps in
candlestick charts breakaway gaps continuation gaps exhaustion gap weekly charts for a longer trading position using hourly charts 41 be with the stock
on the west side and let it go on the east side chapter 8 trading strategies never fight the market don t trade when you don t have any edge trading
pitfalls and how to avoid them how much should you trade buy high sell higher going for the jugular trade trade with what you can afford to lose when day
trading be a fruit vendor winning the game of odds secrets of open interest riding the longer cycle consensus indicators channel trading systems
improving your odds trading the different types of rallies short covering rally long term rally sectoral rally the successful trader s psychology trading
replicates the behaviour of fish stop blaming others don t have preconceived notions about the market s direction reading the mind of others who are
trading your stocks beware the trading minefields trading secrets from the masters

New Stock Trend Detector 2016-07-26

there is a seasonal bias to the stock market and by paying attention to the seasonal market tendencies you can gain an edge in the stock market over the
long haul seasonality offers a practical approach to investing and trading what better way to learn how to employ seasonal systems than learning from jay
kaeppel a master in the analysis of seasonal trends kaeppel walks you through this phenomenon that continues to work consistently providing you with his
ultimate seasonal index to make the calendar work for you stock market seasonals provides a never before seen definitive guide that illustrates how to
utilize a combination of four basic seasonal tendencies in order to maximize returns

Technical Analysis Of Stock Market For Beginners 1933

the trend is your friend learn to make a fortune in both bull and bear markets today only get this bestseller for a special price trend training is a
great way of earning profits from somewhat large stands in the market without devoting so much time to your computer or smartphone you must observe the
trend and hold their positions at low risk entry points until there is a reversal of the trend this is a strongly disciplined system and highly
profitable due to enough diversification here is a preview of what you ll learn an overview of stocks different types of stocks myths about the stock
market following trends in trading stocks trend trading trends types how to enter a trend and basically everything you need to know to start trading
options today download your copy today take action today and download this book now at a special price

Key to Stock Price Movements 2008-12-22

now in a book aimed at the huge and growing market of individual investors in stocks bonds and mutual funds john introduces readers to the art and
science of visual analysis clearly and simply he explains the principles of technical analysis in terms that nonprofessionals can understand and shows
individual investors how to track the ups and downs of stock prices by visually comparing charts instead of relying upon abstruse mathematical formulas
and rarefied technical concepts

Seasonal Stock Market Trends 2024-04-27

based on the research and experience of dow schabacker and edwards technical analysis of stock trends ninth edition presents proven techniques methods
and procedures for success even in today s unpredictable markets new and updated material on dow theory and long term investing including new tables of



The stock market: understanding indices and trends 2018-04-16

the easy way to get started in stock charts many trading and technical analysis books focus on how to use charts to make stock trading decisions but what
about how to actually build a chart stock charts for dummies reveals the important stories charts tell and how different parameters can impact what you
see on the screen this book will explain some of the most powerful display settings that help traders understand the information in a chart to find
outperformance as its beginning stock charts for dummies will teach you how to build a visually appealing chart and add tools based on the type of
trading or investing decision you re trying to make it will also introduce you to the pros cons and best practices of using three key types of charts
candlesticks bar charts and line charts build and use technical chart patterns increase profits and minimize risk track and identify specific trends
within charts a unique guide for beginning traders and investors stock charts for dummies will help you make sense of stock charts

Trend Following 1996-11

2009 reprint of the 1936 edition william delbert gann 1878 1955 also known as w d gann was a finance trader who developed the technical analysis tool
known as gann angles gann market forecasting methods are based on geometry astrology and ancient mathematics opinions are sharply divided on the value
and relevance of his work gann wrote a number of books on trading including the new stock trend detector gann sold the techniques in this book alone for
500 to 1 000 in the 1930 s and 1940 s gann has developed a very faithful group of followers and adherents

The Visual Investor 2007-02-13

analyzing volume can help you look deep inside trends identify shifts more rapidly and earn higher profits with less risk now award winning stock analyst
buff pelz dormeier shows exactly how to make volume analysis work for you analyze volume responsiveness reliability risk and returns mdash and use your
insights to optimize every trade

Technical Analysis of Stock Trends 2018-02-21

a great primer covering all the technical analysis basics every active investor needs to know martin pring martin pring on market momentumfinally a
concise easy to read manual for learning and implementing this incredible investment tool well known technician and newsletter editor clif droke distills
the most essential elements of technical analysis into one powerful volume he covers all the basics including dow theory pattern recognition volume
support resistance trendlines reversals chart patterns a dictionary of termsas you move through the quick reading chapters you ll feel more confident in
your ability to analyze and forecast price trends thereby enabling you to make the most on target investing choices the author clif droke explains how
the technical analysis of equity and commodity trends affords one of the greatest hopes of achieving the ultimate end of free enterprise profit without
the use of this peerless tool the author believes that most investors will find themselves at the mercy and whim of market forces beyond their
comprehension technical analysis in his opinion is the best means possible for attaining financial profit and for understanding the underlying condition
of the economy as well as general societal trends he explains simplified technical analysis as a combination of various forms of technical chart pattern
analysis that combines the simplest and most basic elements of this discipline with a useful mixture of proven more modem methods of technical analysis

Stock Charts For Dummies 2009-08

an expert reveals a step by step process for profiting from neoclassical qualified trend trading trend trading set ups extends the neoclassical concept
of qualified trend first introduced by little in trend qualification and trading providing traders and investors with a sound methodology for uncovering
the very best trade set ups and the ability to time trade entries like never before in trend trading set ups little reveals the data behind qualified
trends and utilizes a novel concept involving time to calculate trend failure probability rates little reduces the complex to its most simplistic form
compressing all trades types into just two classes retraces and breakouts once simplified over a decade worth of qualified trend data is examined the



result is a comprehensive presentation of what makes some trades enormously better than others and how you can both find and exploit the most favorable
trade set ups some trading books are an interesting read but soon forgotten a few books you place on the reachable shelf and refer to often in trend
trading set ups l a little offers you an entirely new way of approaching an old subject and does so in a style that is both as riveting as it is valuable
as with trend qualification and trading you will find this book an easy but comprehensive read and one that you will turn to again and again while
pursuing your trading and investing endeavors

New Stock Trend Detector 1969

like the work of j m hurst millard s forbear future trends shows what is possible when approaching the markets with a measured logical technique based on
firm mathematical and scientific logic

Trends in the Distribution of Stock Ownership 2011

dow theory for the 21st century includes everything that the serious investor needs to know about the stock market and how to become financially
successful expanding upon charles dow s 20th century stock market theory author jack schannep provides readers with a better understanding of the
ingredients that make up the world of finance specifically the american stock market in order to help them achieve investment success

Investing with Volume Analysis: Identify, Follow, and Profit from Trends 2000

jeffrey hirsch discusses how to capture market beating returns by following specific stock market cycles while predicting the direction of the stock
market at any given point is difficult it s a fact that the market exhibits well defined and sometimes predictable patterns while cycles do not repeat
exactly all of the time statistical evidence suggests that cyclical tendencies are very strong and should not be ignored by investors the little book of
stock market cycles will show you how to profit from these recurring stock market patterns and cycles written by jeffrey hirsch president of the hirsch
organization and editor in chief of the stock trader s almanac this reliable resource explains why these cycles occur provides the historical evidence
behind them and shows you how to capture consistent profits from them moving forward in addition to describing his most widely followed cycles and
patters hirsch also discusses both longer term boom bust economic cycles and shorter term tendencies involving the best days weeks and months of the year
to trade the market the methods found here follow everything from presidential election cycles to the santa claus effect written by jeffrey hirsch the
pre eminent authority on market cycles and seasonal patterns the strategies explored are easy to implement and based on research that has proven
profitable over the course of time for investors looking to beat the buy and hold philosophy the little book of stock market cycles will provide simple
actionable ideas that have stood the test of time and consistently outperformed the market

Technical Analysis Simplified 2012-08-30

featuring a new foreword by the investing experts at standard poor s this special reprint edition will be an excellent resource for beginners as well as
a vital reference for experienced technical traders

Trend Trading Set-Ups 2010-09-13

analisis tecnico de las tendencias de acciones es considerado la biblia del analisis tecnico indispensable para inversionistas de todo tipo un libro de
gran utilidad que le ayudara en la toma de decisiones respecto a los mercados



Future Trends from Past Cycles 2011-07-01

this is the only modern action oriented and practical guide to trend analysis and prediction for the professional trader unlike outdated competitive
guides it fully reflects today s markets and charting sciences writing for traders with basic knowledge of trends and technical analysis michael c
thomsett introduces advanced analytical tools for recognizing how risks evolve as trends proceed distinguishing between strong and weak trends
objectively evaluating the health of a stock s current price levels trading breadth and technical condition and anticipating plateaus slowdowns or price
reversals thomsett introduces trend prediction based on technical signals such as candlestick reversals price gaps and movement through resistance or
support enabling traders to go far beyond mere trend following you ll learn techniques for gaining deeper insights into price change and into valuable
factors such as the angle of price change trend duration and offsetting price movements you ll find detailed coverage of trend theory resistance support
trendlines and channel lines patterns and confirmations of both reversals and continuations broadening and narrowing trends price jumps and trends based
on volume moving averages and momentum while other books focus solely on technical price movement a technical approach to trend analysis will help you
understand the trend itself and use that insight to manage market risks far more effectively

Stock Market Theory and Practice 2008-06-30

discover the investment strategy that works in any market the one strategy that works in up and down markets good times and bad

Dow Theory for the 21st Century 2012-08-07

in the secret science of price and volume leading market timer tim ord outlines a top down approach to trading identifying the trend picking the
strongest sectors and focusing on the best stocks within those sectors that will allow you to excel in a variety of markets with this book as your guide
you ll quickly become familiar with ord s proven method and discover how it can be used to make more profitable trading decisions

The Little Book of Stock Market Cycles 2003-11-11

this is a new release of the original 1927 edition

How Charts Can Help You in the Stock Market 2010-02-01

written for traders with a basic knowledge of trends and technical analysis practical trend analysis introduces advanced analytical tools for recognizing
how risks evolve as trends proceed readers will learn how to use trend prediction to manage market risks far more effectively michael c thomsett provides
insights on technical signals such as candlestick reversals price gaps and movement through resistance or support distinguishing between strong and weak
trends objectively evaluating the health of a stock s current price levels trading breadth and technical condition and anticipating plateaus slowdowns or
price reversals he presents detailed coverage of trendlines and channel lines patterns and confirmations of both reversals and continuations broadening
and narrowing trends price jumps and trends based on volume moving averages and momentum practical trend analysis will enable traders both amateur and
professional to go far beyond mere trend following michael c thomsett is a market expert author speaker and coach his many books include stock market
math candlestick charting and the mathematics of options

Analisis Tecnico de Las Tendencias de Acciones / Technical Analysis of Stock Trends (Spanish Edition)



2000

stock investing for everyone richtet sich an die wachsende zahl von leuten die ihre geldanlage selbst in die hand nehmen seriöse anleger die zwar die
technik des aktienkaufs beherrschen aber fortgeschrittene analysemethoden erlernen möchten damit sie mit möglichst geringem zeitaufwand aktienwerte
analysieren können anders als die meisten anderen autoren konzentriert sich khan ausschließlich auf den aktienmarkt er behandelt das kursverhalten
einzelner aktien und den gesamtmarkt anhand von schrittweisen anleitungen wie man mit hilfe verschiedener anlagestrategien kurse überwacht werte
bonitätsmäßig einstuft und schließlich bestimmte aktien auswählt ursprünglich als zweibändiges set herausgegeben erscheint diese neuauflage aktualisiert
und komprimiert jetzt in einem einzigen handlichen band 10 99

Daily Stock Market Trends 2015-06-24

how to make money trading stock trends trend trading is one of the simplest and most logical ways of profitable trading the astonishing success of the
turtle traders in the recent past or that of the legendary darvas box trading system a few decades earlier are both examples of trend trading systems
this book is a step by step guide to how trend trading works and how you can profit from it in the indian markets recurring patterns in price action and
how to exploit them for profit why you should always try to trade in the direction of the overall market how to judge if a stock is trending and how to
search breakout stocks how to create a trading system which you can profitably use again and again how to control your trading risk with stop losses and
by adjusting the size of your trade how to trade with discipline and without succumbing to your emotions by using a pre determined trading plan what you
need to start trading trends how long it will take you to become a successful trader how trend trading has actually performed in the past has it really
worked with charts and examples from the indian markets this book offers a remarkably logical simple to follow and disciplined method of making money by
trading trends it s a proven method that the author himself uses to trade the asian and u s markets for a living reviews this is truly an instructive and
complete book on how to trade trends in the stock market this author clearly explains how to find the best trending stocks to trade how to manage risk
and the mindset required to be a profitable trend trader jeffrey tan

A Technical Approach To Trend Analysis 2009

look inward for the missing piece to your trading strategy the art of trend trading bucks the trend of technicality to show readers how instinct and
strategy can unite to bring about consistent investment success rather than diving ever deeper into the overdone world of complicated modeling and
forecasting techniques trader ceo and bestselling author michael parness explains how making intuition a part of your investment strategy tends to result
in more long term profit using animal spirits as a metaphor and tool parness helps readers understand how their natural tendencies may run counter to
their strategy and how this dichotomy may be the shackle holding them back from true market success readers will learn how this perspective lifted
parness from homelessness to making millions in both bull and bear markets and will start developing their own market instinct as they refine and tune
into their own natural intuition everyone s looking for the ultimate system a way to game the market and uncover the secret to successful investing over
the years parness has observed that the best traders those who consistently make money are the ones that use instinct and intuition as well as strategy
this book shows you how to identify the natural trader within and use your gut to inform an ever evolving investment plan follow the author s journey
from homelessness to millionaire identify and understand your own strengths and weaknesses develop your instinct alongside your strategy take a lesson
from traders making consistent money there s no substitute for good strategy but it s no secret that some strategies seem to be more profitable than
others the art of trend trading helps you find that missing piece and turn it into more consistent investment success

Trend Following 2012-06-26



The Secret Science of Price and Volume 2013-10

Forecasting Stock Market Trends 2019-05-20

Practical Trend Analysis 1999-10-07

Stock Investing for Everyone 2017-03-31

How To Make Money Trading Stock Trends 2015-11-09

The Art of Trend Trading
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